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对算法优化进行了讨论。通过 Modelsim 仿真，ISE 综合验证以及相关数据的分
析对比，对算法优劣进行了评价和总结。 
接下来从系统的角度，提出了带 SHA-256 引擎的 1K 位安全存储器 EEPROM
的架构。其中分析了 I2C 协议，EEPROM 各部分寄存器功能，并对安全器件的
工作原理和数据读写、计算、双向质询、验证过程进行了讨论和研究。 后采用






































With the rapid development of modern technology, the application of 
information technology is progressing forward. The Internet, communication and 
computer system are more and more open. In the advanced Internet communication 
and computer system, the maintenance of information security, the establishment of 
safe and reliable electronic information network, are important to both national and 
personal. 
Maintaining the information safe means that, we must protect the customer's 
relevant information to be stolen or tamper with the encryption method, such as the 
password ,contracts, etc. And when the customer come out a service application, we 
have to confirm the identity legitimacy of the client, or the integrity of the message,in 
order to prevent the illegal copying the program code and important data, and avoid 
the illegal modification of data and the code, so as to protect the electronic trading. 
As a one-way hash function, Hash function has the very good encryption 
characteristic. Hash encryption has the excellent application and implementation in 
the identity authentication and data integrity, and the network information security. 
For example: software code protection, software license and upgrade management, 
fitting recognition and electronic label, online identity recognition, electronic purse, 
data transmission and media file encryption, and DVB, STB and CMMB system 
applications. Based on the hash encryption principle, we developed the hash safety 
device, which can prevent information leakage and manipulation, protect the user's 
data security with low cost. 
This paper first analyzes the development of the encryption in the digital security 
and the application in the related information security fields, then elaborate the 
algorithm principle, classification and calculation process of SHA1, SHA256, 
SHA384, SHA512, then compare with them. Based on the hardware development 
environment and related programming languages, we realize SHA256 encryption 
algorithm in the hardware way. At the same time, we use the loop unrolling, 















tools, and the data from the simulation and synthesize, we analyze the quality of the 
algorithm. 
Then we propose a eigneering design of safety device with SHA-1 engine, which 
contain 1k bit EEPROM memory. Then we analyze the principle of I2C, the function 
of each register in the EEPROM, the working principle of the safe device, the reading 
and writing data way, the calculation, two-way inquiry, verification process and so on. 
Finally we use Verilog HDL to model the each function module, through the 
Modelsim simulation, we know that the structure, function of the safety device meet 
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